My War Memories, 1914-1918
A matter requiring special attention was the supply of the various sorts of ammunition to the troops. There were too many varieties ; it was nothing less than a work of art for battery commanders to estimate their requirements, and for the Staffs to get the right supplies up to the right place at the right time. The construction of our fuses left something to bo desired. The pre-war fuses were not simple enough, and it was essential to get better designs. We had to be very economical with copper and brass, the shortage of which hampered our plans. In spite of the efforts of the Artillery Testing Commission, it was a very long time before we had reliable fuses, which worked in such a way as to burst the shell on immediate contact with the ground* The shell fragments thus spread well and low, instead of being buried, We soon abandoned shrupnd, the training of the troops being insufficient for such dedicate work. Shells with sensitive fuses were everywhere prof erred.
Gas production, too, had to keep pace with the increased output of ammunition. The discharge of gas from cylinders was used less and less, the troops being opposed to it from first to last, and the use of gas shells increased correspondingly* Our " Yellow Cross " gas shell was greatly feared by the enemy. Our men were still apprehensive of damage from our own gus and it was a long time before things improved in this respect. Gehtimrat Haber rendered valuable service in connection with the use of gas.
Smoke shells, too, were now manufactured.
The infantry was supplied with a light machine-gun, which might well have been lighter and more simple, for it required too many men. It was necessary to come to a decision, however, for preparations for manufacture had to be made and these took months and months. Each company of infantry was to have four, and later six, of these light guns.
Our older, heavy machine-gun was good, and the men liked it. The artillery was shortly afterwards equipped with this for protection against infantry attacks and for anti-aircraft work.
The supply of armour-piercing bullets to the infantry for u&a against aircraft and tanks was increased, and the War Ministry
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